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Executive Summary

One of China’s two millennial goals, which mark the hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the Communist Party, is to complete a transition to what it calls a ‘middle income’ country by 2020-21.

A key challenge will be to achieve a good, all round living standard for its population. Even in the space of a few years, Chinese people will be wealthier, have higher expectations for public goods, and will increasingly live in cities and work in the service sector. Keeping this all-important emerging middle class – which could amount to 750 million people by the end of this decade – happy and healthy will be politically and economically crucial for the government and country as a whole.

Nevertheless, China faces some formidable challenges over this period. Health and wellbeing are among the largest of these. Firstly, despite increasing investment in the healthcare sector and rising longevity, it also has the largest number of smokers in the world, as well as rising levels of obesity due to dietary and lifestyle changes. Secondly, as demographer and National People’s Congress (NPC) standing committee member Cai Fang has noted, China runs the risk of growing old before it gets rich due to its ageing population.1 Thirdly, serious environmental problems, which are intimately linked to public health, will need to be addressed.

This paper sets out the opportunities for Australia to collaborate with Chinese organisations as China works towards fulfilling one of the key aspects of its project of modernity: a universal, affordable healthcare system for the largest population in history. China has an immense interest in Australian experience, intellectual resources and inventions, and with the China Australia Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA) signed in 2015, there is a pathway for Australian companies to engage with the opportunities in the healthcare sector.

Through this report, the National Australia Bank, the University of Sydney’s China Studies Centre and The George Institute for Global Health aim to start a conversation in the context of China’s recent healthcare reforms and ChAFTA. These organisations represent different areas of specialisation within the sector, allowing both Australian and Chinese businesses to consider the opportunities from different perspectives. Their recommendations include: examining healthcare opportunities presented by ChAFTA; enhancing dialogue between Chinese and Australian experts; careful consideration of the location of business operations in China; concentrating in areas of strength, and exploring enhanced collaboration in the field of Traditional Chinese Medicine.

While this report is comprehensive in many respects, it does not explore legal or regulatory matters, and it is recommended that businesses consult with specialists on specific issues related to ChAFTA and its implementation.

China’s Health Challenge

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the country has experienced dramatic change and immense achievements in its healthcare system. In 1949, the average life expectancy in China was 32 years, and the system was not equipped to deal with the health problems of its large population. However, with the start of the Reform and Opening Up Period in 1978, China’s development path changed and the country saw the dramatic improvement of many indicators, from levels of malnutrition to life expectancy. In 1990, average life expectancy stood at 69 years; in 2010, this rose to 75.15 years. Over the same period, the government was able to deliver basic levels of healthcare and education to the largest number of people ever. These are enormous and globally significant transformations. Over the last seven decades, China has achieved almost continuous improvement in basic human development. No generation has lived as long, and as well, as those living in the PRC today.

Nevertheless, almost four decades since the start of its reforms China still faces a range of challenges, some of which are results of its economic success. Chinese people eat more meat than ever before and live more sedentary lives. The global challenge of obesity, almost unheard of before, now afflicts 4.6% of men and 6.5% of women in China according to OECD figures. While lower than the OECD average, these rates are higher than those observed in Japan or South Korea. China’s rapid industrialisation has burdened its environment with highly toxic levels of pollution, much of it afflicting the country’s air. Cities like Beijing and Shanghai have been blighted by smog since 2010, and the central government is continuing to develop policies and action plans to address this. Up to 70% of China’s water, a precious resource in a country which includes so many arid regions, is also believed to be polluted.4

The one child policy rolled out across the country from 1980 has led to the breakdown of the traditional family-centred model of caring for the rising number of elderly, with smaller families and only one child to care for two parents and in some cases, four grandparents. This is further exacerbated by the trend of migrant labour, which sees many working age adults move from the countryside to more developed cities in order to support their families, who usually remain behind in their non-urban homes.

Despite significant advances, China still spends less than the global average on healthcare. In 2012 it set aside 5.4% of GDP on this sector, less than the OECD average of 9.3% and under a third of the 16.9% spent by the United States. On a per capita basis, the shortfall is quite dramatic, with national expenditure of US$480 per annum, considerably below the OECD average level of US$3484 per annum. The country has 1.6 physicians per thousand people, which is half the OECD average. The situation is even more evident for nurses, with only 1.8 per thousand, compared to the OECD’s average of 8.8.6

China has recognised the size and importance of this task, and developed policies to address the challenges it presents.

A Lancet editorial from 2008 summarised China’s challenges as follows:

The population demographics are uneven, exaggerated by rapid ageing, as a result of the single child policy, and by the large number of highly mobile workers within the country. The health infrastructure is variable, with world leading medical centres in the populous east of the country, whereas more rural areas lack basic sanitation. Despite better control, infectious diseases still account for considerable morbidity with an ever-present danger of new outbreaks. Alongside communicable diseases are the increasing burdens caused by the diseases of affluence and changing lifestyles. Meanwhile the ability to deliver care is compromised by an uneven distribution of human resources and the loss of doctors to other professions. In addition to the breadth of the challenges, the size of the task is enormous.7
China’s march towards developed economy status has been one of the most remarkable stories of the modern era, but it has also come at a cost. Anyone visiting Beijing or Shanghai during the winter of 2013 or 2014 would have had trouble seeing even a few feet in front of them on some days. A huge, thick smog covered large areas of the most industrialised parts of the country. While the pollution of London once represented the side effects of huge manufacturing industries and coal-fired power, it is now the major cities of China.

The context of this is very simple. Since 2009, China has become the biggest energy consumer in the world. Its energy consumption as a share of its GDP is 1.4 times the world average. It uses 50% of the world’s coal, which contributes 67% towards its total energy use. This reliance on fossil fuels is an immense structural problem – not one that China faces alone, but certainly something that is unique in scale.

In addition to this, lifestyle changes have contributed to the production of air pollution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16m cars</td>
<td>93m cars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The health impact of this is clear enough. According to the 2010 Global Burden of Disease Study, particulate matter had become the fourth most significant threat to Chinese people's wellbeing.  

Rates of lung cancer shot up. And while the figures are contested, institutions like the World Bank and the World Health Organisation estimated that 350,000 to 500,000 deaths a year occurred prematurely as a result of air quality issues. An August 2015 study by Berkeley Earth claims that as many as 4,000 people die every day due to health problems caused by pollution in China. This is equivalent to 17% of all deaths.

The Chinese government is very aware of this, and a 2012 National Plan for Air Pollution in Key Regions, derived from the 2011-2015 Five Year Plan, stipulates tougher targets for emissions and for the management of air pollution. These targets were consolidated in a 2013 National Action Plan, which focussed on reducing particulate matter. China’s fight to keep its air clear and manage the impact of pollution on people’s health is ongoing. But it is one with global significance, and one in which Australia, through technology and intellectual partnership, will continue to play a role.
What is the Chinese government Planning?

China remains today, even under what it calls ‘market socialism’, an economy with attributes of central planning. This means that the central government has taken ownership over attempting to grapple with the country’s health challenges. These are broadly articulated in documents including the National Five Year Plans (the 12th and current one runs from 2011 to 2015, with the 13th due to be launched next year); statements from the Ministry of Health (replaced by the National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC) in 2013), and speeches of leaders responsible for macro-political and economic issues (such as current Premier Li Keqiang).

The consensus in China is that the main issues these central government policies need to address are, broadly, to achieve health reform in such a way that “all people can access basic healthcare through an equitable, efficient, affordable and effective healthcare system.” Each of these attributes is important. In terms of equitability, divisions often remain stark between urban and rural standards.

The nationwide lack of local, community-based primary healthcare systems has resulted in major issues with the efficiency of healthcare delivery. The widespread practice of providing primary healthcare services in a hospital setting has created pricing models for services that prevent cost-effective care.

The government’s responses to China’s healthcare challenges can be categorised as they appear in the 12th Five Year Plan:

1. Strengthening the building of a public health service system
2. Strengthening the building of an urban and rural medical service system
3. Improving the medical insurance system by rolling out a basic medical insurance scheme
4. Improving the medicine supply system
5. Advancing the reform of public hospitals, which includes the improvement of training standards for general practitioners and greater application of information technology
6. Supporting the development of Traditional Chinese Medicine

The ‘China 2030’ report, jointly issued in 2012 by the World Bank and the Development Research Commission of the State Council, characterised the country’s main challenge as striking “the best balance between the quality of healthcare and costs,” which would require “medical innovation that is accompanied by effective innovation.” This provides the basis for a good quality dialogue, and for targeted cooperation between Chinese and international partners.

How is the Plan Doing?

While China’s healthcare is a fundamental part of a broad reform program, the language of the 12th Five Year Plan is quite sweeping. In which areas is the government currently seeing success?

Some of the achievements Chinese leaders in their speeches have drawn attention to are as follows:

• By 2011, more than 1.3 billion people had joined the three basic medical insurance schemes that cover both urban and rural residents… with their total coverage being extended from 87% in 2008 to 95% in 2011.14

• From 2009 to 2011, the central government invested RMB47.15 billion (approximately AU$10 billion) to support the building and development of grassroots level medical institutions.15

• Medical and healthcare services at the grassroots level have improved. More than 2,000 county-level hospitals and over 30,000 grassroots medical and health institutions have been constructed or reconstructed. A campaign to train grassroots medical workers, especially general practitioners, has been launched. Through this campaign, around 10,000 medical students have been trained for grassroots medical and health institutions in central and western regions free of charge; over 20,000 medical practitioners have been recruited for town and township medical centres; and millions of practicing medical workers have been provided with training. Third, new progress has been made in our effort to provide equitable access to basic public health services for all people.16

• Trials of serious illness insurance for rural and non-working urban residents were extended to all provincial-level administrative areas, and a framework of the system for providing assistance for emergency medical treatment was established. The comprehensive reform of community medical and healthcare centres was deepened, and the networks of medical and healthcare services for counties, townships, and villages have been steadily improved. The number of counties and county-level cities carrying out trial public hospital reforms reached over 1,300.17

• China launched a pilot medical reform on public hospitals in 17 cities in 2010, and the guideline stipulates the reform should cover all of the country’s public hospitals by 2017. The reform is aimed to change public hospitals’ reliance on medicine sales to supplement their income.18

As of 2012 China has

2.62m doctors

2.49m nurses

950,297 medical institutions

23,170 hospitals (13,384 public, 9,786 private)

912,620 primary healthcare facilities

12,083 specialised public health facilities


Australia: A Health Partner for China

China and Australia are two countries which differ markedly in size of population and wealth, but they do share some interesting similarities, outlined in the table below, particularly in the area of demographics and healthcare.19 These similarities mean that China and Australia have much to learn from each other as they seek to provide affordable, effective healthcare to 100% of their citizens. In this regard, Australia stands out as a competitive role model compared to other developed economies such as the USA, which still has significant problems associated with access to and equity of healthcare.

It is not reasonable, or necessary to reach the sort of healthcare spending as a proportion of GDP observed in the USA (17.4%) in order to achieve excellent healthcare. Australia has significantly better health outcomes than the USA with half that expenditure, equal to the OECD average, and in line with the targets which the Chinese government has set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNP per capita (PPP 2013)</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure on health per capita 2013 (Intl $)</td>
<td>4,191</td>
<td>646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure on health as % of GDP 2013 (Intl $)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population aged 15y and older</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population in urban areas</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertility rate per woman</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy at birth (m/f)</td>
<td>80/85</td>
<td>74/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of dying before age 15 (m/f) %</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of dying before age 70 (m/f) %</td>
<td>26/17</td>
<td>46/36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population proportion over 60y 2013 %</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population median age</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal mortality ratio(^a)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under five mortality rate(^b)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption (litres 2010 m/f)</td>
<td>19.7/9.0</td>
<td>18.7/7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths due to HIV/AIDS(^c)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths due to malaria(^c)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths due to tuberculosis(^c)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) per 100,000 live births 2013
\(^b\) per 1,000 live births
\(^c\) per 100,000 population


The George Institute for Global Health

The George Institute for Global Health was founded in Sydney in 1999, in affiliation with the University of Sydney, to address the leading causes of death and disability, chronic disease and injury – particularly in disadvantaged populations in the developed and developing world. From modest beginnings, the Institute now has a team of more than 500 staff with centres in Australia, India, China and the United Kingdom, and its affiliations now extend from the University of Sydney, to include Peking University Health Science Center, University of Hyderabad in India and University of Oxford in the United Kingdom. The Institute’s projects span more than 50 countries. It has raised over $500 million for global health research and has been ranked among the top 10 research institutions in the world for scientific impact over the past four years.

Given the global scope of the Institute’s mission, a strong presence in China was recognised as imperative. The George Institute China opened in 2007, with the support and partnership of Peking University Health Sciences Center, the premier medical school in China. The China research team now numbers 90 people, in two divisions – an academic research group focused on diabetes, heart disease, injury, stroke, air pollution and food policy, and a contract research division which performs randomised controlled trials and epidemiological studies for academic and commercial clients in over 200 centres across China.

George Clinical, the commercial research arm, operates as an independently managed, full service Contract Research Organization (CRO) a wholly owned corporate subsidiary, competing successfully with other CROs across Asia. In China it has experienced strong growth in size and profitability since it was established in 2013. George Clinical returns its surpluses to the parent organization each year to fund the growth of the not-for-profit George Institute. George Clinical ranks with the other examples in this paper of an Australian health research export industry success story in China. The publications of the Institute appear in the top ranked international medical journals and influence global and national health policy and decision-making.

The senior leadership of the Institute pursues an active program of engagement with decision makers and thought leaders around the world to encourage and facilitate the direct implementation of its key findings in healthcare delivery to people and patients everywhere. The publications of The George Institute for Global Health appear in the top ranked international medical journals and influence global and national health policy and decision-making.

Collaborating with China to offer solutions to their rubric of equitable, efficient, affordable and effective healthcare

The Australian healthcare system is generally recognised to have achieved a successful blend of best practice approaches to provision of cost effective, equitable and high quality healthcare for its citizens, making use of a judicious mix of public and private care.

The Australian model of healthcare service provision is ideal for adaptation by a centrally planned economy such as China’s with a willingness to embrace private sector involvement in partnership with government-funded services. The best features of the Australian system include:

- One hundred percent of Australian citizens are guaranteed free healthcare in a public hospital for all illnesses, including the most expensive, funded by a specific surcharge on income tax and by general taxation revenue. In this basic universal service, the doctor and timing of care are chosen by the Medicare system according to clinical need and medical priority.
- Approximately half the population choose to also take out private health insurance, which allows access to personal choice of doctor, flexibility as to timing of procedures, and comfortable private hospital accommodation.
- Community general practice forms the cornerstone of primary care – the initial contact with the health system – and is increasingly offered in corporatised multidisciplinary polyclinics, which include pharmacy, imaging, pathology, physiotherapy, psychology, dentistry, community nursing and other allied health services. In the majority of cases, the costs of these consultations are billed directly to a publically owned health insurance corporation without the need for a co-payment by the patient through the Medical Benefits Scheme (MBS).

The costs of visits to specialist doctors out of the hospital setting are reimbursed by the state, usually with a gap payment. Specialists can choose to ‘bulk bill’ poor or elderly patients directly to the MBS at their discretion.

- The costs of most prescription drugs are subsidised by a Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) which caps payment at affordable levels, with reduced rates for the poor and the elderly. Eligibility of new drugs for the PBS is determined by a rigorous cost effectiveness assessment using innovative health economic analysis.
- Mental health outreach and preventative community services are world leading in their structure and effectiveness and have delivered measurable benefits to the wellbeing of the community.

National Australia Bank (NAB)

One of Australia’s top banks and largest listed institutions, NAB manages relationships with retail, corporate and institutional clients, and financial organisations internationally.

A strong balance sheet has helped rank NAB as the #1 safest bank in Australia and New Zealand, and #17 overall in Global Finance Magazine’s World’s 50 Safest Banks, for the third consecutive year.

After 150 years, NAB Group’s operations in Asia, Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States serve over 12.7 million banking and wealth management clients, providing access to international financial markets and an extensive range of specialised funding, liquidity, investment, asset services and risk management capabilities.

NAB established a specialised industry for the Healthcare & Ageing sector within its Global Institutional Banking (H&A GIB) business in 2004. Michael Ball was appointed Head of H&A GIB when it was established.

H&A GIB has provided cornerstone support assisting the execution of our client’s expansion strategies over the past 11 years. Whilst these strategies focussed initially on the Australian domestic market, there has been increasing expansion in global markets.

In 2014, Michael Ball was appointed Global Head of H&A GIB based in Hong Kong and Laura Sampson was appointed Head of H&A GIB Australia, Sydney. Our strategy is to support investment and trade finance between Asia and Australia, with a particular focus on supporting our Healthcare and Ageing clients with their expansion aspirations in the Asia region.

Australia’s healthcare advantage

Australia is home to some of the world’s leading scientists, physicians and healthcare professionals. It has world-class medical research and healthcare infrastructure, a stable socio-economic environment, an ethnically diverse population and a strong intellectual property regime. Australia is home to some of the world’s leading scientists, physicians and healthcare professionals. It has world-class medical research and healthcare infrastructure, a stable socio-economic environment, an ethnically diverse population and a strong intellectual property regime.

Australia’s universal health system is a global benchmark, with Medicare (government health coverage) working in tandem with private health insurance to provide comprehensive healthcare for all Australians. The Australian government and private sector organisations work collaboratively to develop a broad range of innovations across the entire healthcare system.

Specific areas of strength include private sector aged care and private hospitals; diagnostics; general practice; health IT, and Research and Development.

Private sector aged care

The Australian aged care system is a global benchmark for best practice, due to strong government funding, a robust framework for accreditation, quality and regulation, and a long history of cooperation between government, service providers and the community. Key Australian capabilities in aged care include infrastructure, services, products, technologies, research and development, education and training. The Australian aged care sector has also developed services and resources to meet the demands of a growing number of older people with dementia. Aged care services are funded by government subsidies and grants, user contributions and volunteer care. Currently, 70 to 85% of the costs associated with formal aged care are funded by the Australian government from general taxation revenue.

The Australian system has been designed to provide multiple levels of care for its ageing population. For example, community care, residential care, short-term respite and day care, depending on the needs of the individual. Many retirement villages and communities offer multiple levels of care, so residents can transition from individual units to higher-level care as their needs change. Given the significant challenges associated with caring for China’s ageing population, this is an area in which Australian companies could make an important contribution.

Private hospitals

Australia’s healthcare system is sometimes described as a ‘mixed system’ due to the strong link between public and private healthcare providers. In addition to its world-class public hospital system, Australia has a strong private hospital industry that is underlined by high levels of private health insurance coverage in the general population. According to most recent statistics (2013), 10.8 million people, or 47% of the population, have some form of private hospital cover and 12.7 million or 55% have some form of general treatment cover.

Nearly half (44%) of Australian hospitals are private, with 40% of all patients being treated at a private hospital. As well as covering all costs for public hospital procedures, Medicare also covers 75% of schedule fees for services and procedures for private patients.
The Australian government offers a number of incentives to purchase private health insurance. It offers an income-tested rebate to most Australians with private health insurance, and has a strong system for regulation of private health insurance providers.

Approximately AU$11 billion, or 8% of all health spending, was funded through private health insurance in 2011-12.

Furthermore, there is also a Medicare levy, age loading and policies in place to encourage Australians to take out private health insurance when they are younger. Developing countries such as China could gain significant knowledge from Australia's experience with the private health industry.

The Australian private hospital system provides a complementary service to the extensive government-funded network of public hospitals.

While urgent patients such as multiple trauma and medical patients with rare diseases are still usually cared for in the public sector by leading medical academics based at universities, the private sector provides a high quality, profitable alternative for routine care such as elective surgery, obstetrics, chronic illness and diseases of ageing. Therefore, high levels of care are available to all patients, both public and private. Newly built private hospitals often include surgical intensive care wards and offer open heart surgery, neurosurgery and other high tech semi-elective interventions. Standards of care are high and carefully benchmarked and there is a rigorous national system of external hospital inspection and certification.

The Chinese government’s decision to offload 7,500 public hospitals to the private sector over the next decade creates a significant business opportunity for Australian private hospital operators.

Diagnostics

The provision of diagnostic services such as pathology (blood tests) imaging (including X-rays, nuclear medicine and other visual modalities) and histopathology (examination of tissue samples under a microscope) is now commoditised around the world with provision by large, highly specialized, very high quality organisations, often but not always for-profit companies. Quality Assurance (QA), Quality Control (QC) and benchmarking are rigorously applied and the machines used tend to be sold by a few large vendors into all markets and provide similar quality results everywhere. In Australia, high up-front purchase prices for diagnostic equipment create a significant barrier to market entry and play a dominant role in the structure and dynamics of the diagnostics marketplace.

In China, public hospitals and health services provide the overwhelming majority of diagnostic services, even in the largest cities. Purchase of hardware and infrastructure are funded by the government health care budget. Visitors regularly observe that the large teaching hospitals in the larger cities seem just as well if not better equipped with late model diagnostics hardware as any in the west. As with all health services, the availability and quality of these fall away in more remote areas of the country.

In recent years an opportunity has arisen for private sector involvement in diagnostics in China in the performance and interpretation of highly specialised and new tests, for example for very rare diseases, or tests which involved DNA testing, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), whole of genome sequencing and other advanced molecular methods. These joint ventures principally take the form of partnerships between Chinese centres of excellence and entrepreneurial academic health centres such as the Mayo Clinic and others. Some large for-profit contract research organisations also offer diagnostic testing services in the context of standardised outcome reporting for multi-centre clinical trials.

International partners are also involved in China in QA/QC activities. The College of American Pathologists, for example, currently accredits 16 laboratory organisations in China. Australia is at the international forefront of hospital and health services accreditation processes and could play a part in this rapidly developing and critically important function.

Australia is also a world leader in the economic evaluation of the cost effectiveness of health care, not only in pharmaceuticals through the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC), but also in Health Technology Assessment. Australia’s expertise in this area has much to offer China, where this type of evaluation is still in the early stages.

The sources of Australia's competitive advantage in the diagnostics sector are twofold. The first lies in IT and seamless transfer of information: results need to be available as soon as possible in a standard format readable on all devices in all locations, including full images (not just reports). Turnaround at completion or within hours will win over turnaround in days.

The second source of competitive advantage is the quality of the medical commentary on the test results, particularly in the case of reporting of images and of visual examination of tissue samples (for example for breast cancer). Here a highly qualified team of experts will win over poorly trained or inconsistent reporting staff, and benchmarking is again essential.

**General practice**

Australia’s general practitioners (GPs) are the cornerstone of the country’s primary healthcare system. After obtaining a referral from their GP, patients can then seek the advice of a specialist if necessary. This is very different from the Chinese system, in which patients tend to select what kind of specialist they would like to treat them, in large numbers at large public hospitals. The Australian model of general practice operates with measurable success and significant benefits in affordability, efficiency and holistic care. The evidence is there to support the superiority of first contact by a GP over first contact by a hospital, and this approach, when properly understood and implemented, has the potential to offer significant improvements in China.

Australia’s programs and processes of GP training are rigorous by international standards. The curricula are comprehensive, and accreditation can only be gained after meeting strict criteria. Patients express high levels of satisfaction with GP care in Australia, as well as high levels of access to GPs.29 There is a growing medical workforce, and according to 2012 figures, Australia is above the OECD average for practicing physicians per 1,000 population.30

Australia can offer significant expertise in the area of GP training, especially in developing countries where there are inadequate training programs. Australia’s contribution could go a long way towards resolving some of the problems associated with lacking primary healthcare in China.

**Health Information Technology**

Australia’s geographic challenges have driven advances in technology for delivering health services across diverse areas. As a result, Australia is a global leader in areas such as health messaging and electronic health record architecture.

Health IT has been largely led by the private sector, however the Australian government’s National Health Reform Agreement launched in 2011 made eHealth a key area of focus. A number of national government programs work to consolidate and coordinate patient, practice and clinical management systems operated by state and territory governments to support information flow nationally.31

Health IT is a challenge in many places around the world, particularly in China, where underinvestment, obsolete hardware and a lack of connectivity limit communications between hospitals, the community health sector and government health offices.

Even in Australia this is a challenging area. In Sydney there are two medical schools, at the University of Sydney and University of New South Wales, about six kilometres apart, both affiliated with many public hospitals, including the state’s leading teaching hospitals. Transfer of standard medical information such as discharge summaries, clinic letters, blood test results and imaging studies between the two hospital systems is currently challenging. Simple information – blood test results and letters – must be sent as PDF email attachments, so numerical values are lost and must be manually re-entered.

For complex information such as images, a CD ROM is burnt and transferred by hand or mail. A New South Wales (NSW) government initiative is urgently addressing this challenge, but the solution will be limited to NSW – similar incompatible systems exist in all of Australia’s states and territories.

Private sector healthcare information providers are further ahead than the public sector, usually with prompt and seamless transfer of information, including images and lab data, to private sector practitioners such as GP clinics. But these systems are generally not compatible with those in use in the public sector.

The ideal solution is that health information should be available globally in standard formats, just as banking and news information is now, with appropriate privacy and security constraints.

Rich rewards await companies that can create and deliver universally readable IT systems for use in hospital and community health settings around the world. Given Australia has a thorough understanding of contemporary health IT systems and a strong technology and software development, there are opportunities for Australian firms to export these technologies offshore.


Medical Devices

Australia is the home to two of the world’s leading medical device companies, ResMed and Cochlear, both of which are active and successful in China. Australia has a strong history of innovation in medical devices but has not always been successful in commercialising these or bringing them to the global market place. These two companies are ground-breaking pioneers, providing a shining example to smaller and more recently established Australian medical device companies as to how a smart idea which has real benefit for human health can become a thriving global business.

Research and Development

The Australian government invests around AU$3 billion each year on supporting medical research projects and building and enhancing Australia’s medical research infrastructure. Major recipients of this funding include public hospitals, public universities and independent medical research institutes.

Australia is also regarded as one of the best places in the world to conduct clinical trials, with more than 1,000 trials commenced each year by biotechnology, pharmaceutical and medical device companies. Key benefits include Australia’s efficient regulatory system, including a rapid clinical trials approval system, a strong mechanism of support services and globally competitive tax incentives for research and development investment. Success stories of collaboration between global pharmaceutical companies and Australian entities include the development and distribution of Gardasil®, a vaccine to help protect women from cervical cancer, as well as Relenza®, a new type of antiviral drug used to treat influenza.33

The China-Australia Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA) was finalised in July 2015. Free Trade Agreements create a framework, or a common conceptual space between trading partners, which promotes greater cooperation in the commercial sphere. They aspire to create a level playing field, leaving it up to enterprises from each party to try to gain more market access or market share.

ChAFTA covers a range of different goods and services, and can primarily be read as an attempt to create a more diverse, mutually beneficial and simplified economic relationship than the one that has prevailed over the last 10 years. The emphasis on goods and services rather than resources and commodities is critical, as is the widespread removal of tariffs, quotas and trade barriers.

Falling Chinese demand for resources from 2013 has exposed the Australian economy to vulnerability from being so dependent on core pillars of business. ChAFTA will figure as the main instrument by which Australian enterprises can explore new areas with China. While it does not neglect export industries and manufacturing, it does devote considerable space to the services sector overall.34 In terms of highlights for the healthcare sector broadly, linking them with the strengths of the Australian system already covered in this paper, the key areas are:

---

• **Pharmaceuticals:**

China is Australia’s second largest market for pharmaceuticals, with exports worth AU$381 million in 2013-14, including vitamins and health products. ChAFTA stipulates the elimination of tariffs up to 10%, either immediately on entry into force or within 4 years, on goods in this sector. The Chinese pharmaceutical market has an estimated potential value of US$250 billion by 2020, so having tariff-free access into this in itself gives considerable competitive advantage to Australian companies.

• **Medical technology:**

In 2014, in terms of medical technology, orthopaedic appliances alone comprised AU$56m of Australian exports, and centrifuges accounted for over AU$9 million.35 A report by Boston Consulting Group released in late 2014 estimated that the global medical technology market would grow by a rate of 14% between 2013 and 2020 and have a market value of US$55 billion by 2020.36

• **Health and Aged Care:**

ChAFTA permits Australian service suppliers to establish profit-making aged care institutions throughout China. This extends to operating wholly Australian-owned hospitals in certain provinces. It also enables certain qualified foreign physicians to offer services in China, and promotes cooperation in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) services.

• **Hospitals:**

In theory, the ChAFTA agreement builds on new opportunities provided by the National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC) and the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) through the official Circular on Carrying out the Pilot Programs of Establishing Wholly Foreign-Owned Hospitals Issued in 2014. Under this, foreign investors can establish wholly-owned hospitals in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai Municipalities, and in the provinces of Guangdong, Jiangsu, Fujian and Hainan. In practice, however, the Chinese government still regards hospital investment and ownership as a protected area, necessitating a local partner through a joint venture or equity partnership.

ChAFTA allows Australian qualified service providers to wholly acquire and manage hospitals in the three municipalities and four provinces listed above. Whatever Australian companies do, they have to observe specific regulations relevant in each of the places they are looking to operate in; China is not uniform here. In addition, there may be limitations on the number of such hospitals Australian companies can run, as well as the number of non-Chinese personnel employed. Even with this restriction, this is still more access to a non-Chinese partner than has been granted in the past. ChAFTA also allows qualified Australian companies to establish wholly foreign-owned for-profit aged care institutions.37

• **Research and Development (R&D):**

Australian companies will be permitted to carry out Research and Development and provide R&D services through Australian owned subsidiaries based in China.

• **Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM):**

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is the subject of a separate side letter added to the main ChAFTA agreement. In this, the Australian government commits to:

(a) exchange information and discuss policies, regulations and actions related to TCM services in order to find opportunities for further cooperation;

(b) encourage and support engagement between relevant professional bodies and registration authorities for TCM practitioners in both countries, with a view to clarifying and providing advice on the recognition and accreditation of qualifications of TCM practitioners; and

(c) encourage and support cooperation on TCM research and development.38

The side letter specifically mentions promoting acknowledgement of TCM practitioners’ qualifications. Australia and China will encourage and support engagement between relevant professional bodies and registration authorities for TCM practitioners in both countries, clarify the acknowledgement and accreditation of TCM practitioners’ qualifications, and provide relevant advice.

On the whole, ChAFTA relaxes some of the restrictions on Australia’s investment into China’s healthcare sector, particularly in health and aged care and hospitals. It should stimulate pharmaceutical opportunities for Australian companies in China, and for medical technology. It will also encourage more cooperation on TCM services.

Opportunities for Medical Technology Companies: The Australian government View

China’s healthcare system is undergoing significant reform. China’s population is ageing rapidly, and poor air quality, high smoking rates, increasing obesity and an ageing population have contributed to growing rates of chronic disease and respiratory illnesses such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD).

These factors have contributed to increased demand for government investment in healthcare.

The National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC)’s ‘Health China 2020 Strategy’ states that AU$62 billion should be invested in China’s health system. The priorities of China’s current Five-Year Plan (2011-15) include the improvement of the healthcare system and greater access to quality healthcare for its rural population. The plans’ initiatives include the development of insurance schemes and increasing reimbursement for critical illness, as well as fostering 40 to 50 innovative high-tech medical device companies. Hospitals are being upgraded, and people who were previously unable to afford quality healthcare are gaining access. This means that the medical device market will no longer be limited to first-tier cities. Currently, however, hospitals in lower-tier cities are still unable to purchase expensive technologies, meaning that competition is still mainly determined by price.

It is only expected to grow. While medical device use is still relatively limited, growing household income, coupled with government policy, is expected to lead to growth in this area.

The Shanghai Free Trade Zone (FTZ) includes an emphasis on medical industry development by wholly-owned foreign medical groups, in order to increase the participation of the private sector in the import and production of medical devices, as well as the delivery of hospital services. In the FTZ, reduced and waived tariffs are expected to significantly reduce the cost of importing medical devices and leasing equipment.

Another incentive for the medical devices and diagnostics industries is the reimbursement program offered in China, which is not available in Australia. Being listed on the reimbursement catalogue assures the sale of a medical device within the country.

Almost half of China’s hospitals are private, but they suffer from poor social insurance coverage, talent shortages and low utilisation. Private hospitals are also a key target of government reforms: the aim is to increase the proportion of patients treated in private hospitals by 20% by the end of 2015. Furthermore, in July 2014 it was announced that full foreign ownership of hospitals would be permitted under a pilot program in the cities of Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai, and Jiangsu, Fujian, Guangdong and Hainan provinces.

There are a number of support programs available for Australian companies pursuing partnerships in China, including the Export Market Development Grant, R&D Tax Incentive, Australia-China Science and Research Fund, and Chinese local government grants and incentives.

China has the 4th largest medical technology market in the world, with a value of US$17 billion.

Recommendations

This report has given an overview of the challenges faced by China’s healthcare system and the reforms it has introduced to tackle them.

It has also described some of the strengths of Australia’s healthcare system, particularly in terms of hospitals, aged care, diagnostics, general practice, health IT and medical devices. But how can Australian and Chinese businesses take advantage of the unique opportunities presented by this exciting time of change and development in China?

Businesses should focus on five key areas.

1. Examining opportunities presented by ChAFTA

ChAFTA presents significant opportunities for Australia-China partnership in pharmaceuticals, medical technology, health and aged care, hospitals, R&D, and TCM. As ChAFTA is set to become the primary vehicle through which enterprises in Australia can explore new areas of cooperation with China, it is important for Australian businesses to examine the agreement to determine where the potential lies, and develop long-term plans for engagement with China accordingly.

2. Enhancing dialogue between Chinese and Australian experts

In order to achieve effective, lasting and mutually beneficial Australia-China partnerships, businesses need to establish pragmatic frameworks for mutual engagement. In both countries, businesspeople, specialists and experts in their respective fields should engage in dialogue focused on the outcomes of planned projects. As outlined in this report, the healthcare systems in Australia and China are different in many ways, but both countries ultimately have the same goal: to provide the best possible care to their people. By building on the complementary strengths of experts in both Australia and China, businesses will place themselves in the ideal position to take advantage of the opportunities in healthcare.

3. Location, location, location

While Chinese healthcare reforms do include provisions for improvements in lower-tier cities and rural areas, there are still significant limitations for businesses considering entering in these markets. Conditions will undoubtedly improve in the longer-term, but resources are currently limited and the challenges presented by this are difficult to navigate. Therefore, businesses should be pragmatic when deciding their locations. As noted in this report, the cities of Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai, and Jiangsu, Fujian, Guangdong and Hainan provinces were included in pilot programs for establishing wholly foreign-owned hospitals in 2014. Furthermore, the Shanghai Free Trade Zone offers a number of unique incentives for foreign investment in medical technology. Australian businesses should consider these factors.

4. Concentrating on areas of strength

Australia is globally recognised for its strength in health and medical care, particularly in aged care. The challenges of China’s ageing population, exacerbated by the trends of migrant labour and the legacy of the one child policy, will only become greater if it does not adequately address them. Australia’s experience and knowledge make it well placed to become stronger partners with China as it continues to tackle the complexities of its changing demography.

5. Reciprocity in TCM

For centuries, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has been the foundation of China’s medical inquiry and health practice. A significant portion of the general public seeks advice from TCM specialists or over-the-counter traditional remedies before approaching a doctor of western medicine. As mentioned in this report, ChAFTA specifically supports engagement between professional bodies and practitioners of TCM in both countries on TCM research and development. As a familiar field for Chinese partners, as well as an area in which Australia has developing strength and one that holds immense opportunities for outreach to the general Chinese public, Australian and Chinese businesses should explore prospects for collaboration in TCM.
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